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As recognized, adventure as with ease as experience approximately lesson, amusement, as skillfully as
understanding can be gotten by just checking out a book Bite Night My Sister The Vampire 10 Sienna
Mercer with it is not directly done, you could say yes even more concerning this life, in this area the
world.
We come up with the money for you this proper as without difficulty as easy pretentiousness to get those
all. We give Bite Night My Sister The Vampire 10 Sienna Mercer and numerous book collections from
fictions to scientific research in any way. along with them is this Bite Night My Sister The Vampire 10
Sienna Mercer that can be your partner.

The Rogue Hunter Lynsay Sands 2009-10-06 Samantha Willan is a workaholic lawyer. She's grateful for
some rest and relaxation in cottage country, and after a recent breakup she wants to stay as far away
from romance as possible. Then she meets her irresistible new neighbor. There's something strange and
mysterious about his eyes. Is it just her imagination, or are they locked on her neck? Garrett Mortimer is a
rogue hunter. His last assignment united Lucian Argeneau with his lifemate, and Mortimer is hoping this
one will be less . . . adventurous. He's here to track down a reported rogue, but fun in the sun is every
bloodsucker's nightmare. Worse, he can't seem to get his mind off Samantha, especially when he spies
her skinny-dipping in the lake. After eight hundred years as a bachelor, is he ready to turn a volatile
attraction into a lasting love affair?
Shadow of Night (Movie Tie-In) Deborah Harkness 2021-01-05 The #1 New York Times-bestselling sequel
to A Discovery of Witches, book two of the All Souls Series. Look for the hit TV series “A Discovery of
Witches,” streaming on AMC Plus, Sundance Now and Shudder. Season 2 premieres January 9, 2021!
Picking up from A Discovery of Witches' cliffhanger ending, Shadow of Night takes reluctant witch Diana
Bishop and vampire geneticist Matthew Clairmont on a trip through time to Elizabethan London, where
they are plunged into a world of spies, magic, and a coterie of Matthew's old friends, the School of Night.
As the search for Ashmole 782--the lost and enchanted manuscript whose mystery first pulled Diana and
Matthew into one another's orbit--deepens and Diana seeks out a witch to tutor her in magic, the net of
Matthew's past tightens around them. Together they find they must embark on a very different - and
vastly more dangerous - journey. "A captivating and romantic ripping yarn,"** Shadow of Night confirms
Deborah Harkness as a master storyteller, able to cast an "addictive tale of magic, mayhem and two
lovers."** *E.L. James **Chicago Tribune
A Mate's Bite Milly Taiden 2014-02-14 Sassy Mates Series Book 2 Mission: Don't fall in love After an
explosive night of passion during a scenting ceremony, Karla Alves is sure she was just a one night
stand for the man she'd been crushing on for years. She teased him and pleased him, and Nate hasn't
been around since. Her fear of becoming clingy kept her from risking her heart and asking for more than a
few hours of skin sin. Mission: Crack her walls She. Is. His. Nathan Wolfe marked Karla. His mate. Deeply
involved in pack politics, Nate has had to stay away. When his sister warns that Karla needs him more
than he thinks, he'll discover a bundle of secrets only his wolf can sniff out. But getting the woman he
cares about to let down her guard may prove to be his undoing. Mission: Embrace the bite With Karla's
wayward sister wreaking havoc and friends needing more of his time than ever, Nate will have to
rearrange his priorities if he ever hopes to earn Karla's trust. But will time with her be enough? Only true
love and a wolf's promise can hold together a relationship created with a bite, a scenting, and a hope for
tomorrow.
Omens Bite P. C. Cast 2022-04-05 Something wicked this way comes... Twin sisters, Mercy and Hunter
are witches, direct descendants of the Goode family, the founders of their town. After the murder of their
mother at the hands of a foul demon, they have become the protectors of the Gates to different
underworlds--ancient portals between their world and realms where mythology rules and the darkest of
creatures exist. Grief has taken a terrible toll on the twins. Rather than bringing them together, their
sadness has torn them apart, driving Mercy to attempt to save the crumbling Gates without her twin and

Hunter into the arms of a dangerous goddess. While Mercy looks for aid from Khenti, Guardian of the
Egyptian Underworld, Hunter begins to realize the goddess she’s allied with is more monster than deity.
She needs her sister’s help, but Mercy is beyond her reach on an adventure that could cost them
everything, including their world.
Love Bites Sienna Mercer 2011 Traveling to Transylvania to meet her vampire family for the first time,
Olivia is upset she will miss Valentine's Day with her new boyfriend Jackson and Ivy feels out of place
despite being surrounded by vampires.
The Passage Justin Cronin 2010-06-08 The Andromeda Strain meets The Stand in this startling and
stunning thriller that brings to life a unique vision of the apocalypse and plays brilliantly with vampire
mythology, revealing what becomes of human society when a top-secret government experiment spins
wildly out of control. At an army research station in Colorado, an experiment is being conducted by the
U.S. Government: twelve men are exposed to a virus meant to weaponize the human form by supercharging the immune system. But when the experiment goes terribly wrong, terror is unleashed. Amy, a
young girl abandoned by her mother and set to be the thirteenth test subject, is rescued by Brad Wolgast,
the FBI agent who has been tasked with handing her over, and together they escape to the mountains of
Oregon. As civilization crumbles around them, Brad and Amy struggle to keep each other alive, clinging
to hope and unable to comprehend the nightmare that approaches with great speed and no mercy. . .
A Discovery of Witches Deborah Harkness 2011-02-08 Book one of the New York Times-bestselling All
Souls trilogy—"a wonderfully imaginative grown-up fantasy with all the magic of Harry Potter and Twilight”
(People). Look for the hit TV series “A Discovery of Witches,” streaming on AMC Plus, Sundance Now and
Shudder. Season 2 premieres January 9, 2021! Deborah Harkness’s sparkling debut, A Discovery of
Witches, has brought her into the spotlight and galvanized fans around the world. In this tale of passion
and obsession, Diana Bishop, a young scholar and a descendant of witches, discovers a long-lost and
enchanted alchemical manuscript, Ashmole 782, deep in Oxford's Bodleian Library. Its reappearance
summons a fantastical underworld, which she navigates with her leading man, vampire geneticist
Matthew Clairmont. Harkness has created a universe to rival those of Anne Rice, Diana Gabaldon, and
Elizabeth Kostova, and she adds a scholar's depth to this riveting tale of magic and suspense. The story
continues in book two, Shadow of Night, and concludes with The Book of Life.
The Scum Villain's Self-Saving System: Ren Zha Fanpai Zijiu Xitong (Novel) Vol. 1 Mo Xiang Tong Xiu
2021-12-14 "Half-demon Luo Binghe rose from humble beginnings and a tortured past to become
unrivaled in strength and beauty. With his dominion over both the Human and Demon Realms and his
hundreds-strong harem, he is truly the most powerful protagonist...in a trashy webnovel series! At least,
that's what Shen Yuan believes as he finishes reading the final chapter in Proud Immortal Demon Way.
But when a bout of rage leads to his sudden death, Shen Yuan is reborn into the world of the novel in the
body of Shen Qingqiu--the beautiful but cruel teacher of a young Luo Binghe. While Shen Qingqiu may
have the incredible power of a cultivator, he is destined to be horrifically punished for crimes against the
protagonist. The new Shen Qingqiu now has only one course of action: get into Luo Binghe's good
graces before the young man's rise to power or suffer the awful fate of a true scum villain!"--Back cover
of Volume 1.
Fangs for the Memories Sienna Mercer 2016-09-08 Perfect for fans of Goth Girl, this addictive vampire
series is ideal for girls of 9+ to sink their fangs into... Things are going great for Olivia Abbott and her
boyfriend Jackson, except for the huge secret she's been keeping from him ... there are vampires in
Franklin Grove and Olivia's twin sister Ivy is one! Olivia knows she must tell Jackson the truth, but the
vampire officials say that Jackson must pass three trials if he is going to be trusted with the secret. And,
as Olivia knows, these tests are not easy ... they are bloodcurlingly difficult! Will Jackson prove himself
worthy or is this the final nail in the coffin? And speaking of secrets, Ivy is developing a strange new
power ... the inhabitants of Franklin Grove had better watch out! These kinds of situations only happen in
My Sister the Vampire. A vampire book for girls who want to read about young love and innocent
paranormal romance. Ideal for fans of Jacqueline Wilson, Meg Cabot, and Zoe (Zoella) Sugg. Have you
collected all of 'My Sister the Vampire'? Switched Fangtastic! Revamped! Vampalicious! Take Two Love
Bites Lucky Break Star Style Twin Spins! Date with Destiny Flying Solo Stake Out! Double Disaster!
Flipping Out! Secrets and Spies Fashion Frightmare Spooktacular! Fangs for the Memories Look out for
Sienna Mercer's other great series, 'My Brother the Werewolf'. Sienna Mercer grew up in Toronto, Canada.
She was an only child, and always wanted a brother or sister - especially a twin. A twin would have been
awesome! Sadly, she never got that sister so, when she was grown up, she did the next best thing - she

wrote stories for girls about a girl who reminded her of herself, and gave her the most fun, fabulous twin
she could imagine . . . a vampire twin.
Vampires Are Forever Lynsay Sands 2009-10-13 Inez Urso is beginning to have her doubts. Her business
associate Thomas Argeneau has some interesting traits, like an allergic reaction to the sun, excellent
night vision, and not much of an appetite for food. And to top it all off, he just tried to bite her neck . . . but
maybe that was a sign of passion. If so, she'd be happy to experience more, despite her determination not
to mix business with pleasure. Well, if not forever, at least two hundred years. Inez is the most beautiful
woman he's seen in centuries. Those luscious lips, seductive curves, and her elegant neck . . . he just
couldn't resist the temptation of one little bite. Now Thomas will do anything to convince her that only an
immortal like him can satisfy her all night long . . .
Star Style Sienna Mercer 2014-05-01 Olivia and Ivy find themselves competing for a role in a vampire
romance film and are surprised when their biological dad turns up on the movie set.
Lucky Break Sienna Mercer 2014-05 The 7th funny book in the girly series with a dark twist. For younger
readers who also enjoy modern vampire stories.
How to Be a Vampire R.L. Stine 2012-12-11 Life was pretty average for Andrew. Until the morning he
woke up undead. First there were bite marks on his neck. Then he tried to eat garlic—but that didn’t work
out so well. And now he’s got this weird urge to sleep upside down.... Andrew’s kind of excited about
being a vampire. He’ll get to fly, stay up all night, and totally scare his sister. But when he meets his
vampire teacher, Andy realizes that being a vampire isn’t as all it’s cracked up to be....
Friday Night Bites Chloe Neill 2014-07 New vampire Merit acts as a liaison between humans and vampires
to keep unsavory aspects of the vampire lifestyle out of the media, but finds that not everyone wants
peace between the two races.
Edge Of Twilight Maggie Shayne 2011-09-01 Return to the dark, erotic world of Wings in the Night His
name is Edge, and he is the last of a band of Immortals who have been hunted down and murdered by
Frank Stiles–an enemy determined to unlock their deepest secrets.Vengeance has become Edge's
obsession. To claim it, he must find the young woman whispered to be the Golden Child. A legend among
the undead, Amber Lily is the only half human, half vampire ever born,and is possessed of powers even
she is unaware of. Amber alone understands the dangerous threat of Frank Stiles. Only she may hold the
key to his vulnerability... and his doom. Amber shares Edge's need to get to Stiles. But she needs to keep
him alive for reasons of her own. Edge is exciting and dangerous, and despite her own instinct for
self–preservation, Amber is drawn into his hunt. In doing so, she will cast her fate to the wings of the
night, to a passion that may be her destiny, to an evil she may not be able to defeat–to the edge of twilight
where only the Immortals belong. 'Maggie Shayne demonstrates an absolutely superb touch, blending
fantasy and romance into an outstanding reading experience.'–Romantic Times on Embrace the Twilight
Flipping Out! Sienna Mercer 2013 While Ivy adjusts to being the most popular girl in school, Olivia goes
on a matchmaking mission to bring goth Amelia and skater boy Finn together.
Rules for Vampires Alex Foulkes 2021-11-23 The Nevermoor series meets Hotel Transylvania in this
“delightful and spooky” (Booklist) debut middle grade adventure set in a world of talking spiders, living
forests, and haunted castles about a vampire girl who wants to fit in but first must defeat an evil ghost.
After one hundred years of being a vampire, it’s time for Eleonora to have her Birthnight. Since Leo’s last
rite of passage, her Grimwalk, ended with her losing her right leg and a good deal of her confidence,
she’s hoping to redeem herself in the eyes of her mother, the fearsome Lady Sieglinde. All Leo has to do
is hunt down and kill her first prey, and she already has the perfect plan. After all, who will miss an
orphan from the bleak St. Frieda’s Home for Unfortunate Children? But an accidental fire causes more
death and destruction than Leo bargained for. Instead of killing one carefully selected victim, she’s
created several ghosts from the orphanage residents. And one sinister specter, the Orphanmaster, is
poised to terrorize the living residents in a nearby town. To stop him and try to undo some of the mess
she’s made, Leo must team up with the orphan ghost Minna. Will Leo have the chance to prove herself as
a vampire before her Birthnight is over, or will she discover that there are no winners in the battle of
undead versus undead?
Take Two Sienna Mercer 2011-01 Sink your teeth into Sienna Mercer’s fifth super-girly vampire story for
girls. Hollywood has come to Franklin Grove! Olivia is very excited. Jackson Caulfield - the hot teen
movie star - is shooting a movie in her home town! And there's a chance to win a part in the film. So when
she bumps into Jackson and he shows her around the set, she thinks her dreams have come true. But
there's a few things that get her vampire twin Ivy suspicious. Could Jackson possibly be a vampire? It

would be Hollywood's biggest secret! But, more importantly, Olivia doesn't want a vampire boyfriend and
she's quickly falling for him! It's up to Ivy to do some undercover sleuthing . . . These kinds of situations
only happen in My Sister the Vampire. A vampire book for girls who want to read about young love and
innocent paranormal romance.
Flying Solo Sienna Mercer 2012 Ivy settles in to life at Wallachia Academy and tries to adjust to the
school's strict rules, while back in Franklin Grove, Olivia begins dressing like Ivy in order to get into a
vampire rock concert.
Vampires, Hearts & Other Dead Things Margie Fuston 2021-08-24 An ALA Morris Award Finalist?! In this
“equal parts heartbreaking and joyful” (School Library Journal) debut YA novel that’s The Coldest Girl in
Coldtown meets They Both Die at the End, a teen girl takes a trip to New Orleans with her estranged best
friend to find a vampire to save her dying father. Victoria and her dad have shared a love of the undead
since the first vampire revealed his existence on live TV. Public fear soon drove the vampires back into
hiding, yet Victoria and her father still dream about finding a vampire together. But when her dad is
diagnosed with terminal cancer, it’s clear that’s not going to happen. Instead, Victoria vows to find a
vampire herself—so that she can become one and then save her father. Armed with research,
speculations, and desperation—and helped by her estranged best friend, Henry—Victoria travels to New
Orleans in search of a miracle. There she meets Nicholas, a mysterious young man who might give her
what she desires. But first, he needs Victoria to prove she loves life enough to live forever. She agrees to
complete a series of challenges, from scarfing sugar-drenched beignets to singing with a jazz band, all to
show she has what it takes to be immortal. But truly living while her father is dying feels like a betrayal.
Victoria must figure out how to experience joy and grief at once, trusting all the while that Nicholas will
hold up his end of the bargain…because the alternative is too impossible to imagine.
Vampire Bite! Little Bee Books 2018-07-24 In this interactive board book, kids will love pulling the tabs to
make Victor the vampire show off his scary Halloween costume by snapping with his teeth! Victor the
vampire wants to show off his scary Halloween costume, but it isn't quite working out as he had hoped.
Will he be able to scare anyone, or will a surprise visitor scare Victor in return? Kids will love this
interactive board book with sliders that allows them to make the vampire's mouth take a big bite...or snap
shut!
The Southern Book Club's Guide to Slaying Vampires Grady Hendrix 2020-04-07 “This funny and fresh
take on a classic tale manages to comment on gender roles, racial disparities, and white privilege all
while creeping me all the way out. So good.”—Zakiya Dalila Harris, author of The Other Black Girl Steel
Magnolias meets Dracula in this New York Times best-selling horror novel about a women's book club
that must do battle with a mysterious newcomer to their small Southern town. Bonus features: • Reading
group guide for book clubs • Hand-drawn map of Mt. Pleasant • Annotated true-crime reading list by
Grady Hendrix • And more! Patricia Campbell’s life has never felt smaller. Her husband is a workaholic,
her teenage kids have their own lives, her senile mother-in-law needs constant care, and she’s always a
step behind on her endless to-do list. The only thing keeping her sane is her book club, a close-knit group
of Charleston women united by their love of true crime. At these meetings they’re as likely to talk about
the Manson family as they are about their own families. One evening after book club, Patricia is viciously
attacked by an elderly neighbor, bringing the neighbor's handsome nephew, James Harris, into her life.
James is well traveled and well read, and he makes Patricia feel things she hasn’t felt in years. But when
children on the other side of town go missing, their deaths written off by local police, Patricia has reason
to believe James Harris is more of a Bundy than a Brad Pitt. The real problem? James is a monster of a
different kind—and Patricia has already invited him in. Little by little, James will insinuate himself into
Patricia’s life and try to take everything she took for granted—including the book club—but she won’t
surrender without a fight in this blood-soaked tale of neighborly kindness gone wrong.
Date with Destiny Sienna Mercer 2014-05-10 The girls land the job of reporting on Prince Alex and
Tessa's wedding in Transylvania for VAMP Magazine, but Olivia is confronted with happy couples at every
turn as she pines for Jackson.
Midnight Sun Stephenie Meyer 2020-08-04 #1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant
return to the world of Twilight with this highly anticipated companion: the iconic love story of Bella and
Edward told from the vampire's point of view. When Edward Cullen and Bella Swan met in Twilight, an
iconic love story was born. But until now, fans have heard only Bella's side of the story. At last, readers
can experience Edward's version in the long-awaited companion novel, Midnight Sun. This unforgettable
tale as told through Edward's eyes takes on a new and decidedly dark twist. Meeting Bella is both the

most unnerving and intriguing event he has experienced in all his years as a vampire. As we learn more
fascinating details about Edward's past and the complexity of his inner thoughts, we understand why this
is the defining struggle of his life. How can he justify following his heart if it means leading Bella into
danger? In Midnight Sun, Stephenie Meyer transports us back to a world that has captivated millions of
readers and brings us an epic novel about the profound pleasures and devastating consequences of
immortal love. An instant #1 New York Times BestsellerAn instant #1 USA Today BestsellerAn instant #1
Wall Street Journal BestsellerAn instant #1 IndieBound BestsellerApple Audiobook August Must-Listens
Pick "People do not want to just read Meyer's books; they want to climb inside them and live there." -Time "A literary phenomenon." -- New York Times
Twin Spins! Sienna Mercer 2014-05-10 While Olivia takes on the responsibility of planning the school
dance, Ivy learns that her Transylvanian grandparents want to send her to a vampire finishing
school--and she is not allowed to tell Olivia about it.
Revamped! Sienna Mercer 2009 The secret is out - cheerleader Olivia and vampire Ivy are twins! Now that
Ivy and Olivia have told their friends that they're twins, they have to come clean to their adoptive parents.
But Ivy's dad doesn't even want to meet Olivia! When the vampire officials realise Olivia knows the truth
about vampires, they demand that she pass three tests to prove she can be trusted. But these aren't any
old tests - they will really get the blood pumping. Yikes!
A Tale of Two Vampires Katie Macalister 2012-09-04 Time isn’t always on a vampire’s side.... Iolanthe
Tennyson has had a very bad year—due in part to the very bad men in her life. So she’s accepted her
cousin’s invitation to spend the summer in Austria to indulge her photography hobby. Rumors of a
haunted forest there draw Iolanthe into the dark woods—and into the eighteenth century.... Nikola Czerny
is a cursed man, forced by his half brothers to live forever as a Dark One. But his miserable existence
takes an intriguing turn when a strange, babbling woman is thrown in his path. Iolanthe claims to know
Nikola’s daughter—three hundred years in the future. She also knows what fate—in the form of his
murderous half brothers—has in store for him. If only she knew the consequences of changing the past to
save one good, impossibly sexy vampire...
The Care and Feeding of Stray Vampires Molly Harper 2012-07-31 A comedic paranormal romance about
a vampire concierge, set in Molly Harper’s popular world of Half-Moon Hollow. Iris Scanlon, Half-Moon
Hollow’s only daytime vampire concierge, knows more about the undead than she’d like. Running their
daylight errands—from letting in the plumber to picking up some chilled Faux Type O—gives her a look at
the not-so-glamorous side of vamps. Her rules are strict; relationships are purely business, not
friendship—and certainly not anything more. Then she finds her newest client, Cal, poisoned on his
kitchen floor, and her quiet life turns upside down. Cal—who would be devastatingly sexy, if Iris thought
vampires were sexy—offers Iris a hefty fee for hiding him at her place. And even though he’s imperious,
unfriendly, and doesn’t seem to understand the difference between “employee” and “servant,” she
agrees. But as they search for who wants him permanently dead, Iris is breaking more and more of her
own rules…particularly those about nudity. Could it be that what she really needs is some intrigue and
romance—and her very own stray vampire?
How To Marry a Millionaire Vampire Kerrelyn Sparks 2009-03-03 So what if he's a bit older and usually
regards a human female as dinner, not a dinner date? Yes, Roman Draganesti is a vampire, but a vampire
who lost one of his fangs sinking his teeth into something he shouldn't have. Now he has one night to
find a dentist before his natural healing abilities close the wound, leaving him a lop–sided eater for all
eternity. Things aren't going well for Shanna Whelan either...After witnessing a gruesome murder by the
Russian mafia, she's next on their hit list. And her career as a dentist appears to be on a downward spiral
because she's afraid of blood. When Roman rescues her from an assassination attempt, she wonders if
she's found the one man who can keep her alive. Though the attraction between them is immediate and
hot, can Shanna conquer her fear of blood to fix Roman's fang? And if she does, what will prevent Roman
from using his fangs on her...
Out of My Mind Sharon M. Draper 2012-05 Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant,
impatient fifth-grader with cerebral palsy discovers a technological device that will allow her to speak for
the first time.
My Sister the Vampire Love Bites Sienna Mercer 2000 Olivia and Ivy are headed to Transylvania to meet
their dad's side of the family, which just happens to be vampire royalty.
A Bite to Remember Lynsay Sands 2009-03-17 Rule #1: Never get involved with someone who won't be
there for you when the sun comes up. Once bitten, twice shy, and sexy PI Jackie Morrisey wasn't going

there again. Vincent Argeneau may be the hottest guy she's ever met, living or dead, but she's here to
stop a killer from turning this vampire into dust, not to jump into bed with him. Rule #2: Never kiss a
vampire . . . it can be a pain in the neck. Okay, so Vincent's had four hundred years to perfect his kissing
skills, and he does look rather tempting when he runs around the house shirtless. He's also charming,
protective . . . did we mention he can kiss? Jackie needs to be on her guard, or else she'll have to come
up with a new rule: If you're going to fall in love with a vampire, make sure it's a bite to remember.
Eat Prey Love Kerrelyn Sparks 2010-09-28 New York Times bestselling author Kerrelyn Sparks is back
with Eat Prey Love—another sensational installment in her witty and wonderful Love at Stake paranormal
romance series. In this simply fabulous tale of love and desire, vampires and shapeshifters, the sexy
daughter of a vampire-hunting CIA agent finds untamed passion in a world she never knew existed.
Lynsay Sands, author of the wildly popular romances featuring the Argeneau vampire family, calls
Kerrelyn Sparks, “an absolute delight”—and Eat Prey Love will have fans of Charlaine Harris, and Katie
MacAlister howling with joy.
My Sister's Keeper - Movie Tie-In Jodi Picoult 2009-05-19 Conceived to provide a bone marrow match for
her leukemia-stricken sister, teenage Kate begins to question her moral obligations in light of countless
medical procedures and decides to fight for the right to make decisions about her own body.
Vampalicious Sienna Mercer 2009 Sink your teeth into Sienna Mercer’s fourth super-girly vampire story
for girls. Ivy and Olivia can't lose each other again! Even though twin sisters Ivy and Olivia, separated at
birth, have only been reunited for a few months, they can't imagine life without each other. But Ivy's dad
has decided to move to Europe - and he's taking Ivy with him! Oh, no! With Olivia's cheerleader optimism
and Ivy's vampire craftiness, they're determined to come up with a plan that will keep Ivy and her dad in
Franklin Grove. Can the twins stop a vampire from spreading his wings? These kinds of situations only
happen in My Sister the Vampire. A vampire book for girls who want to read about young love and
innocent paranormal romance.
Nice Girls Don't Bite Their Neighbors Molly Harper 2012-02-28 While dealing with wedding preparations
and the cantankerous ghost of her grandmother, Jane is ordered by the Council to babysit a newborn
vampire until he can control his thirst, which causes her fiancâe to become insanely jealous.
Killers of the Dawn (The Saga of Darren Shan, Book 9) Darren Shan 2011-03-21 The allies of the night
prepare for the final, deadly confrontation. Darren and Mr Crepsley will get more than they bargained for
when they come face to face with the Vampaneze Lord.
Look For Me By Moonlight Mary Downing Hahn 2008-09-08 When sixteen-year-old Cynda goes to stay
with her father and his second wife, Susan, at their remote bed-and-breakfast inn in Maine, everything
starts off well despite legends about ghosts and a murder at the inn. But Cynda feels like a visitor in
Dad's new life, an outsider. Then intense, handsome stranger Vincent Morthanos arrives at the inn and
seems to return Cynda's interest. At first she is blind to the subtle, insistent signs that Vincent is not what
he seems-that he is, in fact, a vampire. Can Cynda free herself-and her family-from Vincent's power before
it's too late? Full-bodied characterizations and page-turning suspense ensure that this eerie, riveting
novel will appeal to middle school fans of mystery and horror.
A Quick Bite Nancy Martin 2015-03-17 That hot guy tied to Lissianna Argeneau's bed? He's not
dessert—he's the main course! Lissianna has been spending her centuries pining for Mr. Right, not just a
quick snack, and this sexy guy she finds in her bed looks like he might be a candidate. But there's
another, more pressing issue: her tendency to faint at the sight of blood…an especially annoying quirk for
a vampire. Of course it doesn't hurt that this man has a delicious-looking neck. What kind of cold-blooded
vampire woman could resist a bite of that? Dr. Gregory Hewitt recovers from the shock of waking up in a
stranger's bedroom pretty quickly—once he sees a gorgeous woman about to treat him to a wild night of
passion. But is it possible for the good doctor to find true love with a vampire vixen, or will he be just a
good meal? That's a question Dr. Greg might be willing to sink his teeth into…if he can just get Lissianna
to bite.
Middle School Bites: Out for Blood Steven Banks 2021-08-31 Tom the Vam-Wolf-Zom is back--and so is
the werewolf that bit him--in this monstrously funny series about a boy who's dying to fit in. Eleven-yearold Tom was bit by a vampire, a werewolf, and a zombie right before the first day of middle school. It was
a weird and crazy day. And he didn't even get excused from sixth grade! Now he's being hunted down by
the werewolf that bit him. Should Tom join a wolf pack? On the one hand, he could give up school and
homework forever. (He really doesn't want to do his history report.) On the other hand, he'd miss his
band, his friends, and Annie, his maybe-possibly-someday girlfriend. He might even miss his big sister,

Emma. Then the vampire that bit him returns with a warning: the werewolf is dangerous. Perhaps Tom
should stick with sixth grade--even if it's mostly talent show disappointments, detention, and chickenturkey-salami-roast beef sandwiches. Created by an Emmy-nominated writer for SpongeBob, The
Adventures of Jimmy Neutron, and CatDog, this hilarious series is illustrated with clever, cartoon-style art
on every spread. Perfect for fans of Diary of a Wimpy Kid and The Last Kids on Earth.
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